A Business of Your Own

NEXT

Rapidly Growing Industries
Capitalize on four emerging industries simultaneously

HEALTH AND WELLNESS

HOME-BASED BUSINESS

THE INTERNET

PAIN MANAGEMENT
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The Pain Management and
Health and Wellness Markets
Impressive market facts indicate a promising future
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Cost of a knee replacement in the United States is $49,500.
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MedPro Overview

MedPro Proven Benefits
increases strength and balance
absorbs compression forces
alleviates knee, hip and back pain
prevents overcompensation
aids in neuromuscular re-education
improves muscle function
facilitates erect posture
promotes cardiovascular endurance

The JBIT MedPro
device is
offered after
the subscriber opts
in and again through a
7 day progressive email
followup providing lots
of valuable joint pain
information along with
JBIT testimonials.
THIS CONVERTS LIKE
CRAZY.

Average EPC of $2.00
Average Conversion
Rate: 7%
Commissions: 30-40%

The JBIT MedPro offers natural joint pain relief - it
aids in the relief of knee and back pain literally within
minutes of wear.
Its unique design serves a dual purpose to relieve
body aches and pain while posing as an external
set of hamstrings, as well as providing constant
resistance to deliver a powerful therapy effect.
Completely portable, the JBIT MedPro adapts to the
body’s natural motion, making it ideal for everyday
wear even if you have trouble walking.
And with an adjustable fit, multiple levels of resistance
and padded back support, it’s as comfortable as it is
functional.
The device is also a one size fits all luxury.
View Product Brochure
Created by NBA player Jonathan Bender, the JBIT
MedPro was the key component with his return to
the NBA after being retired for 4 seasons due to
chronic knee pain.
View his Fortune / Sports Illustrated story here.

PRODUCT STUDIES

IS THE JBIT MEDPRO FDA APPROVED?

“

The JBIT is classified as a class 1 device by the
FDA, it has been exempt from mandatory FDA
clearance.

The product is completely counterintuitive.
At first examination, it would appear to put force
across the knees, but because of the way its
engineered, it actually takes pressure off the knees
by evening out the load and making the legs work
the way they’re supposed to work.

GENDER DEMOGRAPHICS
MALE:
45%

Eric Nauman
Dir. of Purdue University’s Human Injury Research and
Regenerative Technologies Lab

FEMALE:
55%
AGE DEMOGRAPHICS

Purdue University Biomechanical Analysis

Indiana University Gait Study

Hear what physical therapist, doctors,
chiropractors, pro athletes and real users have
to say about the JBIT.
JBIT MedPro Testimonials
JBIT MedPro Personal Story
JBIT MedPro Celebrity Testimonials
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GO HERE TO SIGN UP:
JB3 INNOVATIONS VP: Damien Harvey
damien@jb3innovations.com

Bonus Products

The Pain Management and
Health and Wellness Markets
Impressive market facts indicate a promising future

Did you know?
The therapeutic pain management market was valued at $28 billion
in 2010. It is projected to grow to $35 billion globally by 2017.
The pain management market is expecting 13 million people this
year to purchase therapy products which help their condition.
JBIT MEDPRO HOW-TO GUIDES
(ONLINE VIDEO SERIES)

700,000 people had a knee implant

JOINT PAIN RELIEF CODES:
SECRETS OF THE ELITE TO HELP REDUCE
in 2016.
YOUR JOINT PAIN IN 48 HOURS
(INSTANT DOWNLOAD E-BOOK)

If you have you ever tried to learn an exercise
from printed Cost
instructions,
you
know it’s almost
of a knee
replacement
in the United States is $49,500.
impossible without large print and clear
I learned this stuff the hard way, when knee
photos. There’s just no way to tell if you’re
injuries threatened to cut my NBA career short.
actually
the moves
2 seasonsproducts
off, in order to heal
108doing
million
peopleright.
are fore casted thisThen
yearI took
to purchase
myself and learn everything I could to get me
or services
designed
aid in weight loss.
back on the court.
In this 10-video
instructional
series, to
I show
you how to begin using the JBIT MedPro and
eliminate knee pain as quickly as possible.
In this instant downloadable book, I reveal
In 2017 30 million people will pursue therapy
orI learned
treatment
all of what
– therelated
“Big Secrets” and
It’s an incredible
solution
for
overall
physical
“Hidden
Causes”
of
joint
pain…
And why most
to their osteoarthritis.
health, and I show you how to get the most
people never recover.
value out of your investment.
(Includes 10 videos to watch online, anytime.)
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Bonus Products

The Pain Management and
Health and Wellness Markets
Impressive market facts indicate a promising future

Did you know?
The therapeutic pain management market was valued at $28 billion
in 2010. It is projected to grow to $35 billion globally by 2017.
The pain management market is expecting 13 million people this
year to purchase therapy products which help their condition.

JOINT PAIN RELIEF CODES:
RESULTS ACCELERATOR
(ONLINE
SERIES)
700,000VIDEO
people
had a knee

BOOST REHAB + FITNESS

Boost Rehab + Fitness is an affordable
implant in 2016.

online therapy program designed exclusively
This video collection is the perfect
for the JBIT MedPro. Boost delivers three
Cost
of
a
knee
replacement
in
the
United
States
is $49,500. sessions each week to
professionally-led
complement to the Joint Pain Relief
help strengthen the core and upper and
Codes book.
lower extremity muscles, resulting in relief
million people
are fore casted this year
to purchase
products
And108
we designed
it to produce
of shoulder,
back, hip
and knee pain.
maximum results, in minimum time.
or services designed to aid in weight loss.
ADVANTAGES:
Convenience of in-home therapy
I lead you through the Joint Pain Relief
Accessible
via a computer,
Codes
show
you exactly
how will pursue therapy
Inand
2017
30 million
people
or 24/7
treatment
related tablet or
smartphone with internet access
to do the exercises, stretches, and
to their
osteoarthritis.
movements.
Comes free with the JBIT
Conducted by Dr. Frank Klene
(DPT, OCS, CSCS)
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WE DON’
T SELL I
N OUR BUSI
NESS,

WE HELP PEOPLE.

Media Placement

Click to
play video!
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Leadership Team

JONATHAN
BENDER
JONATHAN BENDER

Founder
Founder
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MATTHEW WARD
DAMIEN HARVEY

CFO

Vice President `

Start Earning Money Today
Two Ways To Get Paid:
MEDPRO SALES

+

+

RECRUITMENT

Did you know?
There is NO cap on the amount of commission you can earn
You can RECRUIT UNLIMITED ASSOCIATES to widen your earning potential

NEXT

Falcon Associate Potential Weekly
Earnings Snapshot
FalconFALCON
Associate
Potential
Weekly
ASSOCIATE
A Two-Tier
Commission
Structure
POTENTIAL MONTHLY EARNING SNAPSHOT
Earnings Snapshot
A Two-Tier Commission Structure

You will receive a 30%
or $84 in commission
on each sale
you refer. Your are considered Tier one.
A Two-Tier
Commission
Structure

You will receive a 30% or $84 in commission on each sale you refer. Your are considered Tier one.

You!

30%

You!

For every Tier Two associate you recruit, you'll receive30%
20% of their commission. Recruit UNLIMITED associates.

For every Tier Two associate you recruit, you'll receive 20% commission of retail. Recruit UNLIMITED associates.
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
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(sample one month commission scenario)
The JBIT retails for $279. Assume you recruit 10 people and each person above secures 10 sales in one month.

(sample one month commission scenario)

TIER ONE

TIER TWO

TOTAL

= secures
The30%
JBIT
for $279.
recruit
people
andSales
each=$558
person above
10 sales in one month.
ofretails
$279 Retail
PriceAssume
= $84 you 20%
of 10
$2,790
Retail
COMMISSION
X 10 Sales
$558 X 10 associates wide
TIER ONE

$840

30% of $279 Retail Price = $84
X 10

$840

TIER TWO

$5580

20% of $840 commission = $168

=

$6,420
TOTAL
$lllllkk$5llllll
COMMISSION

$168 X 10 associates wide

$1680

$2520

Become an Eagle
Build a stronger business by recruiting associates

Three ways to up your status:
SELL 30
MEDPRO UNITS

or

Recruit 10 Falcon associate &
become an Eagle

or

BUY AN
Eagle Package

Strategy

Goal

List 30 to 50 leads of Professionals
( doctors, chiropractor, therapist , trainers,
Etc.)
Make a list of 30-50 professionals who are
looking to add an extra revenue stream to an
existing practice or business. Also list
individuals who are suffering with joint pain.

The goal is to get 25 participants exposed to the
presentation. 10 Falcons should come on board
as a result. By recruiting 10 Falcons, you will
become an Eagle Associate.

Weekly Calls

If you sell 30 units, purchase an Eagle Package
or recruit 10 people to the Falcon package, then
you will become an Eagle, where your
commission increases from 30% to 40%, you
get access to an invisible 3rd tier and unlock
perks only Eagles get.

Book your leads Bring your leads to one of
our scheduled meetings and/or invite them to
join in on our weekly calls via zoom.

Outcome

NEXT

How to Get Started
1

2
8023 3

46 7 75
906 1 2

Buy a MedPro package:
Falcon $ 280.00 2 units
Eagle $4,200.00 30 unit

9

Buy a membership:
$79 per month

3

Apply online to become a Direct Sales
Associate. Upon approval, you can immediately
begin earning revenue !

4

SALES

(your customers)

(our website)

Sell our product to customers via
demonstrations and/or online strategies.
We’ll provide you with access to training, .

Traffic arriving to JBIT Landing pages
via your unique link will be tracked —When
purchases are successfully made, your
account will be credited.

5

There’s NO limit to how much commission you can earn!
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Associate Benefits
SUPPORT
Support
Collaborate with an experienced, responsive associate management team.

Sales and Product Training

SALES AND PRODUCT TRAINING

Access helpful online video demonstrations and tutorials to learn about the JBIT MedPro and Bonus
Access helpful online video demonstrations and tutorials to learn about the JBIT MedPro and
products, empowering you to ramp up sales.
Bonus products, empowering you to ramp up sales.

Promotional Materials
Access professional marketing materials to help maximize your earning potential.

PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS

Access professional marketing materials to help maximize your earning potential.

Well-crafted Sales Landers
From product information to purchasing, your prospects will experience a user-friendly environment
including professional sales copy that converts them into customers.

WELL-CRAFTED SALES LANDERS

From product information to purchasing, your prospects will experience a user-friendly environment including professional sales copy that converts them into customers.

Reporting

Check stats and sales in your back office anytime.

REPORTING
Eagle
Associate Status

Check stats and sales in your back office anytime.
Receive special perks once you become an Eagle Associate like private dinners, celebrity greetings,
exclusive events, media mentions and much much more.

EAGLE ASSOCIATE STATUS

Receive special perks once you become an Eagle Associate like private dinners, celebrity greetings, exclusive events, media mentions and much much more.
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vision
Our vision is to continue our disturbance and capture 5% of the
$35 billion therapeutic pain management market, making us
a $1.5 billion global company.
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The Competition
Pricey, immobile products don’t stack up
AlterG®
alterg.com
Creators of the Anti-Gravity Treadmill and the Bionic leg, both used in therapy and training

Endless Pools
endlesspools.com
Engineers of compact swimming machines and aquatic therapy pools
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Time is Limited. Don’t Miss Your
Chance.
The opportunity to become a JB3 Innovations Associate
Partner will close soon. Join now!

